Abstract Submission Instructions

1. **Step One:**
   Create an account with your details my selecting

2. **Step Two:**
   Complete your personal details and select
3. Step Three select the *Update Contact* Tab and select **Create Contact**

4. Step Four complete your personal details below and select **Submit**:

**Contact Details**
- **Title**: Mrs
- **First Name**: Robyn
- **Last Name**: Cawood
- **Organization**: Scatterlings Of Africa
- **Designation/Position with organisation**: Event Manager
- **Email Address**: robyn@soafrica.com
- **Verify Email Address**: robyn@soafrica.com
- **Mobile**: 0834117148

**Primary Address**
- **Address City**: Johannesburg
- **Address Country**: South Africa

Is this a unique presentation? (ie: has NOT be presented at a previous Congress):
- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

Can you confirm this Abstract is free from any Conflict of interests?
- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
5. Step Five, to submit your abstract, select the Abstract Submission tab. Complete your Title (No more than thirty(30) words)

6. Step Six, select a theme from the drop down menu and select
7. Step Seven, add your Author Affiliation details below, you are able to add multiple by selecting.

Should you wish to add extra Affiliations

8. Step Eight, enter your Author Details below, you are able to add multiple by selecting.

Should you wish to add extra Authors. Once complete please select Continue.
9. Step Nine, you are now able to enter your Abstract once complete, you are either able to
Or when ready Continue

Abstract Criteria:
- Maximum of three (3) abstracts per primary/main author
- Maximum of five hundred (500) words per abstract
- Only text will be accepted (No graphics and images)
10. Step 10 you are now able to review your submission, if there are fields missing, it will be shown in the PINK block as seen below, if all is complete you will see Ready to Submit in the GREEN block:

11. Step Eleven, agree to the Terms and Conditions and select Submit

You are now able to View and Edit any Saved or Submitted abstracts as seen below:
Should you require any further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us:

Robyn Cawood  
Abstract and Speaker Management  
Scatterlings Conference & Events  
robyn@soafrica.com  
011 463 5085